
 
STD 6th                                                S.A 1 EXAMINATION                                           MARKS 150 
SUB CAMBRIDGE                                                                                                          DATE 
1 Bala and Lata are both tall but lata is ________ of the two.  ( tall) 
2 She is known to my sister and me.  ( underline pronoun) 
3 She spoke _________ words on that occation.  ( some / any) 
4 ___________ days rest will do you good.  ( a few  /  some) 
5 I am as tall as you.  ( change into comparative degree) 
6 How lovely the garden is!  ( change into statement) 
7 The sum is too difficult for me to do.  ( remove ‘ too’) 
8 Fresh bread  ( make exclametory sentence)  
9 Rahul is _____________ then Ramesh.  ( wise) 
10 We post the letter to them.  ( underline the pronoun) 
11 I cannot find _________ pictures in the Album.    ( some  / any) 
12 Ayodhya  /  he  /  the  /  was  /  king of.  ( rearrange the sentence) 
13 We must start in half __________ hour, or we’ll be late.   ( a  / an) 
14 Tigers are the _________ members of the cat family.  ( big) 
15 Usha is not as intelligent as Rupa.  ( change into comparative degree) 
16 There is _________  coffee in this cup. 
17 What a good idea!  ( change into statement) 
18 She is too old to work.  ( remove ‘too’) 
19 Pleasant journey  ( make exclametory sentence) 
20 Health is ____________________ than wealth.  ( important) 
21 I and Mohan went to school.  ( underline the pronoun) 
22 He gave me __________ suggestion.  ( some / a few) 
23 Prayag  /  is known  /  Tirthraj or  /  Allahabad  /  as.  ( rearrange the sentence) 
24 What ______ interesting idea!  ( the  /  an) 
25 Leopards are bit __________ than lions.  ( small) 
26 Would you like a ________  ?  ( banana  /  orange) 
27 I haven’t got ________ money.  ( some  /  any) 
28 Her father was ____________ landowner.  ( wealth  /  wealthy) 
29 How __________ sugardo you want?   ( many  /  much) 
30 Lucy is going out with ___________ friends this evening.  ( her  / hers) 
31 Games and sports give us ___________      ( give correct form of ‘ enjoy’) 
32 I picked up a very hot plate and burnt __________    ( himself  /  myself) 
33 Paul and I live near ___________   ( eachother  /  one another) 
34 A big crowd had gathered there for a public _________   ( give correct form of ‘ meet’) 
35 Nisha has got short black _________   ( hair  /  hairs) 
36 Babita is a _________ girl.   ( clever  /  honest) 
37 There are ________ girls in the class.  ( some  /  any) 



38 Florence made _________ an expert in nursing the sick.  ( oneself  /  herself) 
39 How _________ animals are there on the farm?  ( much  /  many) 
40 This is a nice camera. Is it ___________ ?   ( your  /  yours) 
41 Jesse become ___________ all over the world.  ( give correct form of  ‘ fame’) 
42 He looked at _________ in the mirror.  ( himself  /  myself) 
43 Sonu and monu were at school together, but they never see ____________ now. ( eachother /one 
another) 
44 He was a truly ___________ person.  ( give correct form of ‘ religion’) 
45 Sweety has got brown ___________   ( eye  /  eyes) 
46 Tom is a ____________ student.  ( good / well) 
47 an urgent  /  of  /  I have  /  work  /  piece.  ( rearrange the sentence) 
48 I drink a lot of milk.  ( sometimes) 
49 The policeman is __________ duty.   ( on / at) 
50 He is poor _________ honest.   ( but  /  and) 
51 Harry failed. He was idle.   ( use because) 
52 She rose _________ early.  ( very  / almost) 
53 Lucy is a ___________ girl.   ( pretty  /  prettily) 
54 picture / at / Look / this.  ( rearrange the sentence) 
55 My uncle speaks to me.  ( never) 
56 Father is _________ home.  ( in  /  at) 
57 He sells mangoes _________ oranges.   ( or  / and) 
58 It is raining. I cannot go to school.  ( use therefore) 
59 He works ________ hard.  ( very  / utterly) 
60 She came to __________ house to study.  ( my  /  your) 
61 It’s a pressing problem.    ( underline Adjectives)      
 62She is a ____________ smiled operator.   ( highly  /  totally) 
63The quality of the clothes __________  good.   ( was  / were) 
64Some one has picked my pocket.    ( change into passive voice) 
65This is the school. I was taught here.  ( use ‘where’) 
66He works hard. He is to get a scholarship    ( use ‘that’) 
67 I have no food I have nor money.   ( use neither…nor ) 
68 Honesty is the best policy. Have you never heard.   ( use ‘that’) 
69 I am tired and hungry.   ( underline the Adjectives ) 
70 a foolifh friend , a wise enemy , is , better than   ( write the sentence in correct order ) 
71 Sita sings well.   ( underline the subject ) 
72 Amitabh Bachchan is a versatile indian actor.   ( underline noun) 
73 The elephant has great ______________    ( put the abstract noun of ‘strong’) 
74 A machine that flies through the air – 
75 Take anything ____________ you like.   ( that  /  whom) 
76 These are the boys. Their parents are here   ( use ‘whose’) 
77  Kashmir is ___________ switzerland of iindia.   ( the  / an) 
78 A man saw a boy riding on __________ ass.    ( A  /  An )      
 79 He had __________ money.  ( much  /  many) 
80 There is ____________ food in the house.   ( little  /  more)  



81 The old man was ___________ after a long walk.   ( tried  / busy) 
82 They did it ___________ well ( totally  /  very  
83 bird , our , national , peacock , is , the     ( put the sentence in right order) 
84 Graps grow in vines.  ( underline the predicats) 
85 The excited crowd cheered the leader loudly.  ( underline noun) 
86 We all love ___________   ( put the abstract noun of ‘honest’) 
87 A fight between two armies – 
88  She killed _____________  ( herself  /  themselves) 
89 This is the man. He stole my purse.   ( use ‘who’)                  
 90 Some men are rich.   ( underline Adjectives) 
91 She gave her knowing smile.    ( underline the Adjective) 
92 It is __________ hot.    ( very  / utterly) 
93 Neither food nor water __________   found there.    ( was  /  were) 
94 I opened the door.   ( change into passive voice) 
95 He said something. I did not hear.    ( use  ‘what’) 
96 Honesty is the best policy. Have you never heard it.   ( use that) 
97 Do your work properly.leave my service.   ( use Either…or) 
98 the world  /  river / there are / hundreds of / in  ( rearrange the sentence) 
99 What _________ intersesting idea!    ( a  /  an // the) 
100 Tigers are the biggest members of the cat family.  ( change into singular form) 
101 Manu is an __________       ( artist  / singer) 
102 I don’t want _________ soup,now.   ( some  /  any) 
103 Her father was ___________ landowner.   ( wealth  /  wealthy) 
104 How __________ animals are there in the farm?  ( much  / many) 
105 That green and yellow hat is __________   ( he  /  his) 
106 I picked up a very hot plate and burnt _________   ( myself  / yourself) 
107 Sweety has got brown ________   ( eye  /  eyes) 
108 Tom is a _________ student.   ( good  /well) 
109 I drink a lote of milk.  ( use  ‘ sometimes’) 
120 I am tired and hungry.   ( underline the Adjective) 
121 Amithabh Bachchan is a versatile indian actor.  ( underline noun) 
122 We all love _______ .   ( put the abstract noun of ‘honest’) 
123 Kashmir is __________ switzerland of india.    ( the / an) 
124 Sita sings well.   ( underline subject) 
125 My sisters knows Urdu.    ( underline the noun) 
126 I saw ________ ox grazing in ______ field.  ( a  / an  / the) 
127 This is _________ bag not ________    ( mine  / my  / your  / yours)   
Q‐2 READ THE PARAGRAPH AND GIVE THE ANSWER OF FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. (12) 
 
Bruce Hallam,the famous english cricketer, was touring india and had agreed to play in a charity 
match at Lucknow.The previous evening he was in Delhi and had gone to bed with an upset stomach. 
She hadn’t been able to catch the train. 



1 Who was Bruce Halla? 
2 Which country was he touring? 
3 Which match was he to play at Lucknow? 
4 Where was he a day before the match? 
5 Why couldn’t he catch the train? 
6 Write opposites  (1)  Agree‐                     (2) Able‐ 
 Q‐3 READ THE PARAGRAPH AND GIVE THE ANSWER OF FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.(12) 
 
Water keeps evaporating into the air. And it is only trees that help to bring it back as rain or snow. But 
we have cut down so many trees  and forests that we have very little rains now. As a result,our 
rivers,lakes and ponds are going dry. 

1 What keeps evaporating into the air? 
2 In what form does the evaporated water come back to the earth? 
3 What helps to bring the evaporated water back to the earth? 
4 What have we done with our trees and forests? 
5 Why do we have very little rains now? 
6 Why are our rivers and lakes going dry? 
 

 
Sub: Grammar                   S.A.1                                                                                      Std: 6th 
            Marks: 300 
Q1.  Underline the Interjections:         [20] 
1. Hello! How are you? 
2. Hurrah! We have won the match. 
3. Alas! Robin failed again in the test. 
4. Oh! What a wonderful scene. 
5. Bravo! What a six. 
6. Hush! The baby is sleeping. 
7. How’s that! Isn’t he out? 
8. Look out! You will fall in the manhole. 
9. Ugh! What an ugly creature. 
10. Good Heavens! How did you do this? 
 
Q2. Fill in the Blanks with suitable words:      
 [20] 
1. He is true _____ to his word. 
2. I shall do it ____ pleasure. 
3. He succeeded ___ passing the Examination. 
4. They walked ____ the classroom. 



5. She is dependent ____ on her parents. 
6. It does not belong ____ to my family. 
7. She comes _____ her whole family to every party. 
8. John has been writing letters _____ morning. 
9. I warned him ___ the danger. 
10. She is proud  ____ her beauty. 
 
Q3. Underline the most suitable Conjunctions’ in the brackets:    
 [20] 
1. Pinky was happy (lest, because, so) she passed the test. 
2. Always brush your teeth ( after, when, until) a meal. 
3. I will not let you go (if, unless, so) you tell me the truth. 
4. The children waited ( for, until, since) their mother came. 
5. You will fail (if , unless, when) you do not work harder. 
6. I have been living here (since, for , while) 1970.  
7. He couldn’t do better (if’ although, but) he tried his best. 
8. He finished his work (till, until, while) his wife waited outside. 
9. I slept immediately ( because, since, if) I was tired. 
10. I did not help her (or, for, so) I was very busy. 
 
Q4. Fill in each blank with one of the two words given in brackets:   
 [30] 
1. The crowd _____ ( was/ were) waiting for the king. 
2. The people in the crowd _____ ( was/were) pushing one another. 
3. There ____ (is/are) a class of students here.  
4. This flock of birds ___ (is/are) always seen in the morning. 
5. The family ____ (has/have) left the house. 
6. All the members of the family ____ (have/has) left. 
7. There ____ (is/ are) a herd of cattle in the field. 
8. The committee _____ (is/are) a herd of cattle in the field. 
9. The members of the committee ____ (is/ are) quarrelling among themselves. 
10. A large number of people_____ (was/ were) waiting for the Prime Minister. 
11. He and I ____ (was/ were) playing football. 
12. The news _____ (is/are) true. 
13. One of the boys ____ (was/ were) punished. 
14. Neither the cat nor the dog ____ (has/have) been here. 
15. (Is/ are) _____ your father and mother at home. 
 
Q5. Change the Gender:          
 [10] 
1. God                2. Duke             3. Governor           4. Tiger            5. Poet 
6. Lion               7. Count            8. Host                  9. Benefactor           10. Priest 
 
Q6. Rewrite the following Sentences choosing the right word:     
 [20] 
1. Her (husband, wife) treated (him, her) kindly. 



2. The ( King, Queen) lost her bag of gold. 
3. (His, Her) (wife, husband) served him like a nurse. 
4. The (bridegroom, bride) saved (his, her) husband from death. 
5. The (man, woman) felt the loss of (his, her) dear wife. 
6. Kamala felt the absence of (her, his) dear(husband, wife). 
7. His (brother,sister) is an actor and (he,she) always plays the part of the hero. 
8. The ( washerman, washerwoman) lost my shirt and she was sorry for (her, his ) mistake. 
9. My (nephew, niece) is a dancer and (he, she) is famous for her performance as Draupadi. 
10. ( Sir, madam) the tailor has prepared your saree (he, she) wants to show it to you. 
 
Q7. Write down the possessive forms of the following:                                                      [20] 
1. The clothes of the children. 
2. The saris of the ladies. 
3. The wisdom of Socrates. 
4. The nails of the fingers. 
5. A school meant for boys. 
6. For the  sake of goodness. 
7. The shop of Jones. 
8. The house of his brother-in- law. 
9. A holiday for the week. 
10. The street named after St. James. 
 
Q8. Fill in the blanks with suitable Personal  Pronoun:                    [20] 
1. Boys, ____ may go home now. 
2. Sheela has promised that _____ will visit me this evening. 
3. The cheif guest thanked ___ all for a wonderful performance. 
4. I can’t find my keys, I left ___ on the table yesterday. 
5. Take this file and give ___ to my secretary. 
6. Phone your friend and ask ____ to come and play with _____. 
7. Everyone of the guests has taken ____ seat. 
8. Where were ____ both during recess? 
9. This is ______n house, he has been living here since 2005. 
10. Each one of ____ gave Sita a present on birthday. 
 
Q9. Choose the right word from within the brackets:                     [20] 
1. He is my (oldest, eldest) son. 
2. Lead is heavier (to, than) any other metal. 
3. I am senior (to, than) him by two years. 
4. He is inferior (to, than) Afzal in intelligence. 
5. Hunger is the (better, best) sauce. 
6. He is the bravest(of, than) all men in the village. 
7. This cloth is superior (than, to) that. 
8. He is junior (than, to) me in service. 
9. I prefer tea (than, to) coffee. 
10. He is wiser (than, to) the others. 
 



Q.10. Fill in the blanks with A, An or The:       
 [10] 
1. _______ earth moves round __ sun. 
2. _____ Andamans are _____ group of islands in _____ Bay of Bengal. 
3. I met ____ honorable man ___ hours ago.  
4. There is ____ hotel in _____ centre of _________ town. 
5. _____ Taj Mahal ______ finest tomb in ________ world. 
 
Q.11. Fill in the blanks with suitable Adverbs of Degree:     
 [20] 
1. He works _________ hard. 
2. I am _____ better today. 
3. The sea was ______ calm. 
4. I am ______ glad to see you. 
5. She rose _______ early. 
6. He was _______ worn out. 
7. He was _________ exhausted. 
8. He is _____ deaf. 
9. I am _____ better today. 
10. The cup was _____ full. 
 
Q.12. From the words in brackets, choose the one which fits best:                                         
[20] 
1. Frogs ______ (bark, crocks, grunt) 
2. Cocks ________(sing, caw, crow) 
3. Rabbits __(squeak, squeal, screech) 
4. The skaters _____(glided, flew, floated) across the ice. 
5. Aeroplanes _____ (buzz, zoom, soar) 
6. Beetles _( hiss, buzz, drone) 
7. Parrots ______ (scream, screech, squeal) 
8. Eagles __((scream, screech, squeal) 
9. Mice ___ (scream, shriek ,squeak) 
10. Elephants ______ (bellow, trumpet, roar) 
 
Q.13. Change the following words into Adjectives by using: ful, less, ous, en, y, ish, ive:       
[30] 
1. air                    2. Boy                  3. Heart            4. Gold                5. Faith  
6. wonder           7. Hope                8. Peace           9. Mercy            10. Cheer 
11. beauty            12. Talk             13. Dark               14. Wool              15. Care 
 
Q.14. Fill in the blanks with suitable Relative Pronoun:      
 [20] 
1. He ____ is content is rich. 
2. God help those ____ help themselves. 
3. The man _____ is honest is trusted. 
4. They _______ are humble need fear no fall. 



5. These are the boys ____ all praise. 
6. It is only camels ______ can cross the desert. 
7. Take anything ________ you like. 
8. Here is the ring _________ Sita lost. 
9. This is the boy ____ hit me. 
10. This is the man _______ horse won the race. 
 
Q.15. State whether underline Nouns are Countable or Uncountable,. Write C or Un:      
[10] 
1. The smoke made me cough very badly. 
2. The rich  must help the poor. 
3. We need water to survive. 
4. Most cars run on petrol. 
5. This is the best picture you have painted. 
 
Q.16.Compo:                                                                         [10] 
1. Mahatma Gandhi                  2. My favorite season 
 
 

 
 
Sub: Reader     S.A.1.       
 Marks: 300 
 
Q.1. Meanings:          
 [50] 
1. Complex            2. Intrigued            3. Sinister           4. Code       5. Lurking                 
6. Sinister              7. Adhere to           8. Premises        9. awe          10. Milestone              
11. Myth               12. Fantasy             13. Poise          14. Stance      15. Debut                 
16. Humid            17. Lap                  18. Commando    19. Incredible     20. Impressive  
21. with bated breath             22. Miracle         23. Landmark    24. Determined     25. Concrete 
 
Q.2. Fill in the blanks:          
 [60] 
1. Length of the coastline_____________. 
2. The name of Kerala has two meanings: __________ and _______. 
3. Kalaripayatty is a very ancient______ and even __ is said to have originated from it. 
4. Kovalam is an__________. 
5. Tourists can ______, __________ and _____ there safely because the waters are_______. 
6. Phoenicians, Jews, ___ and ________ first came to Kerala in search of ______and _______. 
7. Kerala's boundaries: in east__________. 
8. One can have massages with medicated __________ at the ____ Health Care Centres. 



9. Thiruvananthapuram is called ________ for short and is built on seven hills like ancient 
________. 
10. Vembanad ________ is a ______, over __________ kn long, and you can cruise from there 
to _______ in a boat. 
11. ___________ which is 145 km from _______. 
12. Tourists can ______, __________ and ______ there safely because the waters are_______.    
13. The wicket keeper jumped up ________ the ball. 
14. The umpire wanted ________ a replay on the television. 
15. The audience waited for Sachin ________ a hundred. 
16. My mother wanted me ______ and not ________ the match. 
11. She will have _____ to another room. 
12. Learn the ___________  ______________   ________________   ____________ thoroughly 
13. You must _____ _____________ your ________. 
14. Accept ____________ cheerfully like a ___________ __________. 
15. Play for the __________ of your _________. 
16. Pay ____________ ___________ to the _____ while __________ is in ________. 
17. Play for the ____  _________  ____________ game ____ not ____ to ____. 
18. Bear no _____________ against the __________. 
19. A _________ should not ________ with the _______ of an _____ player. 
20. Do not play for __________ glory. 
21. Payoli Express is PT Usha's __________ 
22. She joined the _____________ 
23. PT Usha received rs 250 from the government of Kerala as ________. 
24. ____________ decided to coach her. 
25. She practised very hard on the tracks and prepared for ___________. 
26. PT Usha won ___________________ in 1986. 
27. PT Usha has so far received _____________. 
28. The government of India has honoured her with ______________. 
29. Now her passion in sports continues____________. 
30. Try to ______________ by ____________ ____________. 
 
 
Q.3. True or false:          
 [30] 
1. Lata lives in Kochi.___ 
2. She is planning a trip of shimla.___ 
3. Mr. Nair hates shopping.____ 
4. All the children want to be like Mr. Nair._____ 
5. Mr. Nair was a pilot with Indian Airlines._____ 
6. Mr. Nair is now the captain on international flights._______ 
7. Roshan likes travelling to the hills._____ 
8. He enjoys it the most during the winter._______ 
9. Mr.Nair looks forward to visiting museums and galleries.______ 
10. Lata is planning a trip to Shimla._____ 
11. Bindra is a natural athlete. 
12. He shot a perfect 400 in the 1996 competition. 



13. Bindra was inspired by the Lord’s test match in London. 
14. Bindra began practicing shooting by shattering empty bottles in the lawn. 
15. Bindra still speaks fondly of his feet in Beijing. 
 
Q.4. Match the following:         
 [36] 
1. Pilgrimage                      □ the outline of coast 
2. Series                             □ an area of sand beside the sea 
3. Adhere                           □ After a full years,     
4. Coastline                        □ follow 
5. Catamaran                      □ chain progressive 
6. Beach                             □ a kind of sail boat 
-7. Armed                           □ Changed 
8. Explore                          □ Equipped  
9. Famous                          □ Renounced  
10. Reversed                      □ magnificent 
11. Glorious                       □ Uplifting 
12. Refreshing                   □ Search 
-13. Desert holiday              □ Changed 
14. Glorious                       □ follow 
15. Reversed                      □ I love the sand dunes, camel rides and date plains 
16. Adhere                         □ Chain/Progressive 
17. Appropriate                  □ Magnificent 
18. Series                            □ Suitable 
 
Q.5. Answer the following Questions:        
 [24] 
1. What kind of an accident has the visitor had? Pick out the lines which point this out. 
1. What is meant by alone in a field of fifty? 
2. What did the experts feel about the sudden change in her pace? 
3. Which line in the poem tells us that she was trying to better her own performance all the time? 
4. Where did he hone his skill? 
5. How did Bindra react after his failure in Athens? 
6.'' Timorous and sweet 
      This vast and wondrous country.'' 
Q- Does the poet really mean his description of Australia in these lines? Why/ Why not? 
7.'' Oops! Did it bite you, 
    That black snake on the ground?'' 
Q- The tone of the speaker changes suddenly in this line. What is the change? 
8. Do you think she was competing with the others? Why/Why not? 
 
Q.6. Tick the correct option:         [36] 
1. Sachin Tendulkar scored his hundredth century in  
a. Pakistan                             b. Melbourne 
c. Dhaka                                d. England 
2. He scored this century in  



a. Test Cricket                   b. World Cup Final 
c. International cricket      d. Indian Premier League 
3. This Century was scored at  
a. Wankhede Stadium                 b. Firoz Shah Kotla ground 
c. Lord's cricket ground              d. Shere Bangla National Stadium 
4. He made his debut in the year 
a. 1990                         b. 1989  
c. 1988                         d. 1991 
5. during which mile did she surge ahead? 
a. the eighteenth                     b. the third 
c. the twenty-sixth                  d. the second 
6. She was still fresh means? 
a. she was a fresher               b. she was not tired 
c. she was still energetic        d. she was full of enthusiasm 
7. What was the weather like? 
a. hot and humid           b. dry and humid 
c. still and humid              d. just humid 
8. The term press of bodies means? 
a. the bodies of athletes were pressed            b. the other runners were close behind her 
c. she was running alongside the runner        d. she was running behind the runner 
9. Which words in the poem describe the athlete's state of mind? 
a. set a pace               b. measuring herself  
c. sure, determine         d. inner rhythm 
10. Why did the experts think that John would not be able to hold the first position till the end? 
a. She was not strong-willed           b. She had a poor previous record 
c. The competition was tough         d. She would tire out soon. 
11. Kayal is a  
      a. Resort      b. River    c. Backwater   d. Seaside 
12. Kerala has 
      a. one meaning      b. two meanings      c.three meanings     d.four meanings 
13. The most famous beach is ..... 
      a. the Kovalam beach        b. the Periyar beach 
      c. the Varkala beach          d. the Arabian sea 
14. The winding pathway was full of.... 
     a. thickets         b. undergrowth      c. plantation      d. bushes 
15. The narrator talks about her days in 
      a. Alwar             b. Alamgarh              c. Almora             d. Aligarh 
16. The roof of the house was... 
      a. the blood red in colour               b. brick red in colour 
      c. red in colour                               d. maroon in colour 
17. Which part of India is Kerala located in? 
     a. Northern              b. Southern           c. Eastern              d.  Western 
18. The word Kera mean... 
     a. Spices                b. Kings                 c. Coconut             d. Cloves 
 



Q.7. Complete the sentences:         
 [24] 
1. The palace is one of the ________________. 
2. The narrator felt rich for once because____________________. 
3. At the shopping centre, one could buy_________________. 
4. The narrator prepare himself before the trip by_________________________ 
5. The bridge on the River Kwai had been made famous by__________________________.         
6. Tourists in beachwear were provided with __________________. 
7. The morning after his arrival in Bangkok, the narrator woke up to _______________. 
8. The official residence of the Kings of Thailand was called________________________. 
 
Q.8. Do as directed:           
 [45] 
1. Rewrite the sentences introducing a gerund in place of the infinitive. 
a. We were happy to meet our friends. 
b. The children began to quarrel among themselves. 
c. To swim is a good exercise. 
2. Fill in the blanks with participle verb: 
a. ______________ began to shout. 
b. _______________ the mother began to smile. 
c. __________________ he groaned in agony. 
3. Use the following phrases in meaningful sentences: 
a. the tourist guide 
b. wrote cleverly 
c. in the monsoon 
4. Find words or phrases from the poem which mean the same as the following: 
a. you want to quit 
b. I would keep my distance 
c. I should have cautioned you 
5. Draw a slash where the subject ends in each sentences: 
a. I like to watch cricket. 
b. Monica is my best friend. 
c. We are going on a cruise. 
 
Q.9. Underline the verbs which will change in each sentence:     
 [5] 
1. Walking by the river side, she was humming to herself. 
2. Adjusting the mike, she is humming to herself. 
3. Touching my feet, she asked for my blessings. 
4. Touching my feet, she applies the ointment. 
5. She greeted me with a glowing face. 
 
 
 
 
 


